Mystery
- The Vanishing Stair (#2) by Maureen Johnson
- Two Can Keep a Secret by Karen M. McManus

Non-Fiction
- Steal This Country: A Handbook for Resistance, Persistence, and Fixing Almost Everything by Alexandra Styron
- Black Enough: Stories of Being Young and Black in America edited by Ibi Zoboi
- How To Survive in a Stranger Things World

Graphic Novels
- The Unwanted: Stories of the Syrian Refugees by Don Brown
- Hey, Kiddo by Jarrett J. Krosoczka

Library Hours
TUESDAY: 10 - 8
WEDNESDAY: 10 - 5
THURSDAY: 10 - 8
FRIDAY: 10 - 5
SATURDAY: 10 - 4
SUNDAY: CLOSED
MONDAY: CLOSED

Young Adult Winter Reads 2019
### REALISTIC FICTION
- The Dangerous Art of Blending In by Angelo Surmelis
- Fresh Ink: An Anthology edited by Lamar Giles
- Pride by Ibi Zoboi
- Swing by Kwame Alexander
- Buried Beneath the Baobab Tree by Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani and Viviana Mazza
- A Very Large Expanse of Sea by Tahereh Mafi
- An Absolutely Remarkable Thing by Hank Green
- What If It’s Us by Adam Silvera and Becky Albertelli

### DYSTOPIAN
- The Future Will Be BS Free by Will McIntosh
- Contagion by Erin Bowman

### FANTASY/SCIFI
- The Wicked King (#2) by Holly Black
- Blanca and Roja by Anna-Marie McLemore
- For a Muse of Fire by Heidi Heilig

### SERIES FINALE
- Kingdom of Ash by Sarah J. Maas
- Crown of Thunder by Tochi Onyebuchi
- Bright We Burn by Kiersten White
- Wildcard by Marie Lu
- Kingdom of the Blazing Phoenix by Julie C. Dao

### SNOW DAY PICKS
- Bridge of Clay by Markus Zusak
- Dread Nation by Justina Ireland
- Echo North by Joanna Ruth Meyer